Immersion XR Cart™

Store, charge and protect up to 30’ VR goggles and controllers in one location with the Immersion XR Cart.

» Pull-Out Drawers
» Security
» Superior Ventilation

» Cable Management
» Custom Fit Foam
» Mobility

*VR goggles and controllers, laptops & accessories not included. Storage capacity may vary depending on the size of the goggles. See website for more details. Options shown.
**Immersion XR Cart**  Item# 55564

**Superior Ventilation**
Ventilated doors and panels keep devices and chargers cool.

**Pull-Out Drawers**
Pull-out drawer for easy access to equipment.

**Cable Management**
Cables are kept out of the way by using the wiring space located under the foam.

**Security**
Dual-bolt keyed lock provides security for devices.

**Custom Fit Foam**
Available with custom fitted foams for Quest 2 Elite or Soft Strap, Edupro or Pico Neo 3 goggles, and a universal foam option for others.

**Mobility**
Deluxe balloon wheels (2 locking, 2 non-locking) provide best in class mobility.

Build your own Immersion XR Cart at spectrumfurniture.com